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Disclaimer
These materials are public information and have been prepared solely for
educational and entertainment purposes to contribute to the understanding of
U.S. intellectual property law. These materials reflect only the personal views
of the authors and are not individualized legal advice. It is understood that
each case is fact-specific, and that the appropriate solution in any case will
vary. Therefore, these materials may or may not be relevant to any particular
situation. Thus, the authors, Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner,
LLP, ECOLAB, and MARS cannot be bound either philosophically or as
representatives of their various present and future clients to the comments
expressed in these materials. The presentation of these materials does not
establish any form of attorney-client relationship with the authors, Finnegan,
Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP, ECOLAB, or MARS. While every
attempt was made to ensure that these materials are accurate, errors or
omissions may be contained therein, for which any liability is disclaimed.
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Leveraging the AIA's Expanded Prior Use
Defense for Patent Infringement Claims
I.

Prior commercial use defense pre-AIA

II.

Prior commercial use AIA
A.
B.
C.

III.

How to qualify
Limitations and exceptions
Third parties

Strategic considerations for patents issued before Sept. 16, 2011

IV. Strategic considerations for patent issued after Sept. 16, 2011
V.

Best practices
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Prior Commercial Use
• Is a defense against patent infringement, not a ground of invalidity.
• New 35 U.S.C. §273 went into effect Sept. 16, 2011, and applies to
patents issuing after September 15, 2011, as long as the
commercial use has been occurring at least one year before the
earlier of:
– the effective filing date of the claimed invention (remember that is the claimed
invention being asserted against the alleged infringer seeking to invoke the prior
commercial use exception); or
– the date on which the invention was disclosed to the public in a manner that qualified
for the exception from prior art under section 102(b).

• Old 35 U.S.C. §273 applies if patent issued before Sept. 16, 2011.
– In place since 1999 (First Inventors Defense Act of 1999, 113 Stat. 1501A–555)
– Only can be asserted against patents for business methods or processes.
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Prior Commercial Use Under AIA
Statutory Provisions
35 U.S.C. §273
(a) IN GENERAL. – A person shall be entitled to a defense under section
282(b) with respect to subject matter consisting of a process, or consisting
of a machine, manufacture, or composition of matter used in a
manufacturing or other commercial process, that would otherwise
infringe a claimed invention being asserted against the person if –
(1) such person, acting in good faith, commercially used the subject matter in
the United States, either in connection with an internal commercial use or an
actual arm’s length sale or other arm’s length commercial transfer of a useful
end result of such commercial use; and
(2) such commercial use occurred at least 1 year before the earlier of
either –
(A) the effective filing date of the claimed invention; or
(B) the date on which the claimed invention was disclosed to
the public in a manner that qualified for the exception from
prior art under section 102(b). (MORE ON THIS COMING ON SLIDE 10!)
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Additional Statutory Commercial Uses
35 U.S.C. §273
(b) BURDEN OF PROOF.—A person asserting a defense under this section
shall have the burden of establishing the defense by clear and convincing
evidence.
(c) ADDITIONAL COMMERCIAL USES.—
(1) PREMARKETING REGULATORY REVIEW.—Subject matter for which
commercial marketing or use is subject to a premarketing regulatory review
period during which the safety or efficacy of the subject matter is
established, including any period specified in section 156(g), shall be deemed
to be commercially used for purposes of subsection (a)(1) during such
regulatory review period.

•
•

The statute seems to apply the defense for a party doing FDA clinical testing,
whether Phase I, II, or III as that is during the regulatory review period.
If done in the United Sates
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Additional Statutory Commercial Uses
(2) NONPROFIT LABORATORY USE.—A use of subject matter by
a nonprofit research laboratory or other nonprofit entity, such
as a university or hospital, for which the public is the intended
beneficiary, shall be deemed to be a commercial use for
purposes of subsection (a)(1), except that a defense under this
section may be asserted pursuant to this paragraph only for
continued and noncommercial use by and in the laboratory or
other nonprofit entity.
•
•

Use of subject matter by a nonprofit research laboratory or other
nonprofit, such as a university or hospital, for which the public is the
intended beneficiary, shall be deemed a commercial use.
But to assert, use must be only for continued and noncommercial use by
and in the laboratory or nonprofit entity.
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University Exception
Note 273(e)(5): No defense to patents originally owned at the time the
invention was made by Universities or their tech transfer entities .
Exception to the exception: Exception shall not apply if any of the activities
required for actual reduction to practice could not have been undertaken
using funds provided by the Federal Government.”
Applies even if patent later transferred to other .
§273(e)(5) UNIVERSITY EXCEPTION.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—A person commercially using subject matter to which subsection (a)
applies may not assert a defense under this section if the claimed invention with respect to
which the defense is asserted was, at the time the invention was made, owned or subject to
an obligation of assignment to either an institution of higher education (as defined in section
101(a) of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1001(a)), or a technology transfer
organization whose primary purpose is to facilitate the commercialization of technologies
developed by one or more such institutions of higher education.
(B) EXCEPTION.—Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if any of the activities required to reduce
to practice the subject matter of the claimed invention could not have been undertaken using
funds provided by the Federal Government.
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•

Categories of “commercial use”
– Sales in the U.S.
• E.g., arms-length sale of
end product of secret process
• Or other arm’s length commercial transfer of a useful end result of such
commercial use

– Actual internal use commercially in the U.S.
• E.g, internal use for a commercialized product
– Premarketing regulatory review period during which the safety or efficacy is
established
– Nonprofit entity (hospital, university) use for public benefit)
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PRIOR COMMERCIAL USE:
“One Year Before The Earlier Of”
• “Effective Filing Date”
OR
• “the date on which the invention was disclosed to the public
in a manner that qualified for the exception from prior art
under section 102(b).”
• Hang on, AIA section 102(b)?
•

But that did not come into effect until March 16, 2013!

•

and which subsection of 102(b)? Both?

•

Then that means prior art under the definitions in both subsections
of AIA § 102(a)!
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AIA §273/AIA § 102(b)
Different Dates
• So new §273 went into effect Sept. 16, 2011, and applies to
patents issuing after September 15, 2011.
• So for patents issuing after September 15, 2011, we use new
§273, but then we have to use a statute that wasn’t in effect
on September 15, 2011, to determine if the prior commercial
use defense is available? AIA § 102 is retroactive for this
provision?
• And these patents issuing after September 15, 2011, we can
easily have effective filing dates from several years ago, so the
events you are analyzing from “one year before” the “effective
filing date” may have occurred a long time ago.
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Hypothetical I
§273(a)(2)(A)
May 1, 2013 July 1, 2013

commercial
use in U.S.

July 1, 2014

December 1, 2014

1 year

EFD

102(a)(1) or (2) public disclosure
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Hypothetical II
§273(a)(2)(B)

May 1, 2013 July 1, 2013

July 1, 2014

December 1, 2014

1 year
commercial
use in U.S.

EFD
102(a)(1) or (2) public
disclosure
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Hypothetical III
§273(a)(2)(B)
Sept. 16, 2011

§273 in
effect for
patents
issuing
after Sept.
15, 2011

Nov. 1, 2011

Patent
issues

March 16, 2013

Assert defense under
§273(a)(2)(B)?
AIA §102(b) exceptiions
retroactive?

AIA §102 in effect for patents/
applications containing at least one
claim with an EFD after March 15, 2013
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Hypothetical IV
§273(a)(2)(A)

July 1, 2000

Jan. 1, 2002

Nov. 1, 2011

December 1, 2013

18 months
commercial
use in U.S.

EFD

Patent
Issues

Infringement litigation
filed.
§273(a)(2)(A) defense
available?
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Hypothetical IV (con’t)
§273(a)(2)(A)
Does analysis for §273(a)(2)(A) change if commercial use at
issue was secret?

July 1, 2000

Jan. 1, 2002

Nov. 1, 2011

December 1, 2013

18 months
secret
commercial
use in U.S.

EFD

Patent
Issues

Infringement litigation
filed.
§273(a)(2)(A) defense
available?
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Sept. 16, 2011

§273 in
effect for
patents
issuing
after Sept.
15, 2011

Nov. 1, 2011

Patent
issues

March 16, 2013

AIA §102 in
effect

• Patent could not possibly have a claim
with an EFD after March 15, 2013;
cannot be AIA
• Hence, Gosteli would apply to
determine effective filing date part of
20
“at least one year” provision.

Sept. 1, 2011
July 1, 2011
Sept. 16, 2011 Nov. 1, 2011 Dec. 1, 2011

commercial
use in the
U.S.

AIA
§102(a)(1)
event (e.g.,
sale or
public use

§273 in
effect for
patents
issuing
after Sept.
15, 2011

Patent
issues

Infringement
litigation filed.
Raise §273
defense?

March 16, 2013

AIA §102 in
effect

•

Would the disclosure/exception second part of the “at least one year” test in
§273(a)(2)(B) apply? or not apply?

•

And would that legal fiction remove “private sale” or any other type of art
not qualifying as publicly accessible as not compatible with 102(a)(1)?

•

And would you construe possible pre-AIA 102(e) art under the prism of only
102(a)(2)?
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§273(a)(2)(A) “Effective Filing Date”
• (2) such commercial use occurred at least 1 year
before the earlier of either –
• (A) the effective filing date of the claimed invention; or

• Where the one year starts depends on if the patent in
question is AIA, pre-AIA, or a JMM.
– AIA Effective Filing Date;
– pre-AIA effective filing date; and
– JMM effective filing date.
2222

35 U.S.C. § § 100(i)(1) and (j) [125 STAT. 285]:
Effective Filing Date for AIA Claimed Invention
• § 100(i)(1) The term ‘effective filing date’ for a claimed invention in a
patent or application for patent means—
– (B) the filing date of the earliest application for which the patent or
application is entitled, as to such invention, to a right of priority under section
119, 365(a), or 365(b) or to the benefit of an earlier filing date under section
120, 121, or 365(c).

– (A) if subparagraph (B) does not apply, the actual filing date of the patent or
the application for the patent containing a claim to the invention; or

• § 100(j): “The term ‘claimed invention’ means the subject matter defined
by a claim in a patent or an application for a patent.’’
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35 U.S.C. § § 100(i)(1) and (j) [125 STAT. 285]:
Effective Filing Date for AIA Claimed Invention (con’t)

• Entitlement does not require best mode for
entitlement or benefit under AIA (See SEC. 15(b)
AIA amending § § 119(e)(1) and 120 but not §
119 (a) to (d)). [125 STAT. 328]
• Effective immediately to “proceedings”
commenced on or after September 16, 2011!
[125 STAT 328]
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35 U.S.C. § § 100(i)(1) and (j) [125 STAT. 285]:
Effective Filing Date for AIA Claimed Invention (con’t)
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“Effective Filing Date”
•

For an inventor, the relevant filing date of a claimed invention for
patentability purposes, (the date on which the subject matter being claimed
will be assessed for novelty and non-obviousness) is the “effective filing date”
of the claimed invention as defined in new §100(i)(1) [125 STAT. 285].

•

“effective filing date” is either:
– the filing date of the application or patent in which the claim to the invention
appears; or
– the filing date of an earlier-filed application for which the inventor is actually
entitled to benefit (under §120, §121, or PCT equivalent) or entitled to priority
(under §119 or PCT equivalent).

•

The patent filing made on the “effective filing date” is one that must provide
at least both an enabling disclosure and the required written description for
the claimed invention. No change in the law as it exists today in terms of
what disclosure is necessary as of the effective filing date.
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35 U.S.C. § § 100(i)(1) and (j) [125 STAT. 285]:
Effective Filing Date for pre-AIA Claimed Invention (con’t)
• AIA legislatively modifies In re Gosteli (Fed. Cir. 1989)
• In re Gosteli set the standard for date benefit or
priority benefit of claimed subject matter:

– Enablement;
– Written Description; and
– Best Mode.
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Pre-AIA “Effective Filing Date”
• If claim has pre-AIA benefit or priority before March 16, 2013, in
that :
– Application was filed before then; or
– Application was filed after March 15, 2013 but the claim has
date benefit of or priority of an earlier application filed before
March 16, 2013 in that the claim is:
• enabled;
• has written description; and
• the best mode for that claim is disclosed in the benefit or
priority application.
In that case the patent issuing thereon is subject to a pre-AIA
effective date determination.
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Effective Filing Date:
Which Law, Pre-AIA or AIA Applies?

• So the difference between entitlement to
priority/benefit between AIA and pre-AIA is that
best mode is required pre-AIA but not for AIA to
establish effective filing date.
• But you need to figure out which law applies and
thus law which governs determination of effective
filing date for purposes of commercial use defense.
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Effective Filing Date for
Pre-AIA Claimed Invention (con’t)
• But there is one more type of application to
consider in determining effective filing date for
applying prior commercial use defense: The Jedi
Master Mixer (JMM).
– One of the authors knows of some half dozen JMMs
that have been filed and one of those will soon
burst upon the scene as an issued patent.
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Straddling the Effective Date
First to Invent System Applies

PCT
Filing
Enactment:
Sept. 16, 2011

PCT
Filing

Priority
Date

Scenario 1: no claims entitled to priority date: FITF
Scenario 2: all claims entitled to priority date: first-to-invent
Scenario:3: at least 1 claim not entitled to priority date: mixed

Enactment:
Sept. 16, 2011

Priority PCT
Date Filing

Enactment:
Sept. 16, 2011

“First To Invent” System or “FITF” System? (see SEC.
3(n)(1)(A) and (n)(2))
(Even if one claim not supported at priority date is
eventually canceled, still in FITF.)

Effective Date:
March 16,
2013

“FITF” System Applies

Assumes “priority date” is ex-US
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Statutory Bases for
the JMM Application
• Transition Provision 3(n)(1) of the AIA states:
– Except as otherwise provided in this section, the
amendments made by this section…shall apply to
any application for patent…that contains or
contained at any time—
• (A) a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective
filing date …, that is on or after [March 16, 2013]; or
• (B) a specific reference under [35 U.S.C. §§] 120, 121,
365(c)…, to any patent or application that contains or
contained at any time such a claim.
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USPTO’s Interpretation of 3(n)(1): Almost Perfect
• “‘each claim’ of an application presenting a claim … that has an
effective filing date before March 16, 2013, but also presenting
claims … that ha[ve] an effective filing date on or after March 16,
2013, is subject to AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 ...”
• “These new provisions apply to any patent application that
contains…(2) a designation as a continuation, divisional, or
continuation-in-part of an application that contains or contained
at any time a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective
filing date that is on or after March 16, 2013.”
(See USPTO’s AIA Examination Guidelines, February 14, 2013).
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The Other AIA Transition Provision:
3(n)(2)
• Careful: AIA Transition Provisions 3(n)(1) and 3(n)(2) will never be
published in 35 U.S.C. !!
• Hold onto these slides!!!
• Transition Provision 3(n)(2) states:
– The provisions of [35 U.S.C. §§] 102(g), 135, and 291…, as in effect on
[March 15, 2013], shall apply to each claim of an application for
patent, and any patent issued thereon, for which the amendments
made by this section also apply, if such application or patent contains
or contained at any time—
• (A) a claim to an invention having an effective filing date as defined in [35
U.S.C. §] 100(i)…, that occurs before [March 16, 2013]; or Id.
• (B) a specific reference under [35 U.S.C. §§] 120, 121, or 365(c) …, to any
patent or application that contains or contained at any time such a claim.
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A Way To Create A JMM Application That Invokes Both
Transition Provisions 3(n)(1) and 3(n)(2)

• Need a pending application (application 1) filed
before March 16, 2013.
• File an application (application 2) after March 15,
2013 claiming priority/benefit of application 1.
• Application 2 must contain:
– at least one claim having an EFD before March 16,
2013, and
– at least one claim with an EFD after March 15, 2013.
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A Way to Create a
JMM Application
• Application 2 could be a continuation-in-part (CIP).
or
• Application 2 could be a continuation filed along with a
preliminary amendment presenting at least one claim
with an EFD after March 15, 2013.
• Caution: if a JMM application is not intended, may be
prudent to file the preliminary amendment at least one
day after the continuation unless the continuation was
filed to create a Track I status.
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What is the Effective Date of A JMM Claim for
Purposes of a Prior Commercial Use Defense?
• Choice of law applies on an application-byapplication basis.
– Thus, AIA § 102 is applied to the whole application if it
contains (or contained at any time) a claim having an
EFD after March 15, 2013, even if it has a claim with
an EFD before March 16, 2013.

BUT
• The effective filing date of a claimed invention is
analyzed on a claim-by-claim basis.
– Thus, prior art is applied on a claim-by-claim basis.
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What is the Effective Date of A JMM Claim for
Purposes of a Prior Commercial Use Defense?
• Choice of law applies on an application-byapplication basis.
• But the effective filing date of a claimed invention
is analyzed on a claim-by-claim basis subject to
choice of law.
• Then it seems that prior commercial use defense,
would also apply on the effective date of relevant
claims on a claim-by-claim basis.
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§273(a)(2)(B)
• (2) such commercial use occurred at least 1 year before the earlier
of either – (A); or
– (B)“the claimed invention was disclosed to the public in a manner that
qualified for the exception from prior art under section 102(b).”

• Must mean AIA §102(b) because pre-AIA §102(b) has nothing to do
with an exception.
• No subsection of §102(b) specified.
• Does that mean all subsections: § 102(b)(2)(A), (B), and (C)?
• Then the disclosure relates to the definitions of prior art provided
in AIA § 102(a)(1) and (a)(2)).
3939

“Disclosure”
Look to Definition of Prior Art Under the AIA §102
(a) A person shall be entitled to a patent unless—
(1) the claimed invention was patented, described in
a printed publication, or in public use, on sale, or otherwise
available to the public before the effective filing date of the
claimed invention;
OR
(2) the claimed invention was described in a [US]
patent …, or in an application for [US or PCT application
designating the US (§374)] patent published or deemed
published …, in which the [US] patent or [US or PCT
designating the US] application, as the case may be, names
another inventor and was effectively filed before the
effective filing date of the claimed invention.
40

FITF USPTO Examiner Guidelines:
“Otherwise Publicly Available” ≠ Secret
• “the Office views the ‘or otherwise available to the public’
residual clause of the AIA’s 35 U.S.C. 102(a)(1) as indicating
that secret sale or use activity does not qualify as prior art.
These examination guidelines also indicate that an activity
(such as a sale, offer for sale, or other commercial activity) is
secret (non-public) if, for example, it is among individuals
having an obligation of confidentiality to the inventor.”

See pp. 11062-11063, 11075 of Examination Guidelines (2/14/13)
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EFD after 3/15/13: FITF USPTO Examiner Guidelines:
Will Look to Pre-AIA Caselaw on “Publicly Available” to
Evaluate “Otherwise Publicly Available”
• “the case law on whether material is available and accessible
as discussed in MPEP § 2128 will guide the Office and the
public in making determinations as to whether any particular
disclosure is sufficiently publicly available under the
“otherwise available to the public” clause of AIA 35 U.S.C.
102(a)(1). The Federal Circuit recently reiterated that the
ultimate question is whether the material was “available to
the extent that persons interested and ordinarily skilled in the
subject matter or art[,] exercising reasonable diligence, can
locate it.” (See Voter Verified v. Premier Election Solutions
(Fed. Cir. 2012)).
See pp. 11063-11064 of Examination Guidelines (2/14/13)
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What Is “In A Manner That Qualified
For An Exception Under §102(b)”?
• Prior art disclosures are removed from consideration
under 102(a)(1) IF an exception applies under
102(b)(1).
• 2 exceptions apply to § 102(a)(1) global prior public
disclosures (§ 102(b)(1)(A) and (B))

• 3 exceptions apply to §102(a)(2 ) patent-filing
disclosures (§102(b)(2))

Exception

Prior Art
4343

New 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) – Defines Exceptions to Prior Art
•
ANYWHERE
IN THE
WORLD

“grace period”

§ 102 (b)(1) EXCEPTIONS.
(1) DISCLOSURES MADE 1 YEAR OR LESS BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE FILING DATE
OF THE CLAIMED INVENTION.—A disclosure made 1 year or less before the
effective filing date of a claimed invention shall not be prior art to the
claimed invention under subsection (a)(1) if—
(A) the disclosure was made by the inventor or joint inventor or by another who
obtained the subject matter disclosed directly or indirectly from the inventor or a
joint inventor; or
(B) the subject matter [independently?] disclosed had, before such disclosure,
been publicly disclosed by the inventor or a joint inventor or another who obtained
the subject matter disclosed directly or indirectly from the inventor or a joint
inventor.
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Exception ONLY Good For
Exact Subject Matter Described?
§ 102(b)(1) Exception ONLY for the same subject
matter earlier disclosed; “related” subject matter
could still be used against the patentee under
§ 103 and MIGHT even preclude the claimed
invention from being patentable at all because of
§ 103!!! What if inventor discloses X and the
disclosee discloses X and Y?
See Examination Guidelines pp. 11061
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§ 102(a)(2) “effectively filed”
• “effectively filed” is used to describe when subject
matter contained in a §102(a)(2) patent-filing
disclosure will constitute prior art.
• According to enacters, “implicit” definition recognizes
that any description, whether in a prior publication or
earlier patent filing is prior art under §102(a)(2) for
whatever it describes, whether or not it can be
regarded as enabling as of the date effectively filed.
– Enablement comes into play later?
– Not explicit.
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“entitled to priority” vs.
“entitled to claim priority”
•
•

•

§100(i)(1) relating to entitlement to benefit or priority , “entitled … to
priority/benefit”
Corresponding language in §102(d) defining when subject matter found in a patent
filing is to be regarded as having been effectively filed, “entitled … to claim the
priority/benefit”
Cong. Rec., March 8, 2011, S1370: “In section 100(i), which defines the effective filing
date of the patent under review, the patent must be entitled to the priority or benefit
itself under the relevant sections. Here again in section 102(d), however, the
application need only be entitled to claim the benefit or priority under those sections.
This difference in language, which offers an excellent example of why people hate
lawyers, distinguishes between the core requirement of section 120 et al.—that the
application include an enabling disclosure—and the ministerial requirements of that
section—that the application be copendent and specifically referenced. In effect, an
application that meets the ministerial requirements of copendency and specific
reference is entitled to claim the benefit or priority, but only an application that also
offers an enabling disclosure is actually entitled to the benefit or priority itself.”
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§102(a)(2) - §122(b) - §374
•

The published PCT designating the US is deemed published under § 122(b)
and hence triggers the application of § 102(a)(2) as of the date the PCT was
effectively filed
– "effectively filed" is defined in 102(d).

•

That date can be a foreign priority or domestic benefit date as long as the
PCT is entitled to claim the right of priority/benefit, which some are
interpreting as whether or not the PCT is actually entitled to benefit.

•

But enacters argue that there need be no enablement as of the
priority/benefit date of the subject matter described for the date of the
priority/benefit application to be the date "effectively filed.“ ??
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There’s More For US Patents and
US/PCT-designating US Applications (§102(a)(2)):
§102(d)
•

•
•
•

§102(d) PATENTS AND PUBLISHED APPLICATIONS EFFECTIVE AS PRIOR ART.—For
purposes of determining whether a patent or application for patent is prior art to a
claimed invention under subsection (a)(2), such patent or application shall be
considered to have been effectively filed, with respect to any subject matter
described in the [US] patent or [US or PCT designating the US] application–

“(2) if the patent or application for patent is entitled to claim a right of priority under section 119, 365(a),
or 365(b), or [entitled] to claim the benefit of an earlier filing date under section 120, 121, or 365(c), based
upon 1 or more prior filed applications for patent, as of the filing date of the earliest such application that
describes the subject matter.” [“entitlement” trumps “describes”- therefore enablement is required?]

–

‘‘(1) if paragraph (2) does not apply, as of the actual filing date of the patent or the application for patent”

Earlier-Filed but Later-Published US patents and US/PCT-designating US applications.
Following publication, disclosure has retroactive availability as prior art as of the date effectively filed for
novelty and obviousness purposes.
Somewhat like old §102(e) but cannot be antedated by earlier invention.
–

Available as prior art for novelty and obviousness purposes.
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New 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)(2)
• §102 (b)(2) EXCEPTIONS – …
(2) DISCLOSURES APPEARING IN APPLICATIONS AND PATENTS.—A
disclosure shall not be prior art to a claimed invention under
subsection (a)(2) if(A) the subject matter disclosed was obtained directly or indirectly from the
inventor or a joint inventor;
(B) the subject matter disclosed had, before such subject matter was
effectively filed under subsection (a)(2), been publicly disclosed by the inventor
or a joint inventor or another who obtained the subject matter disclosed
directly or indirectly from the inventor or a joint inventor; or
(C) the subject matter disclosed and the claimed invention, not later than the
effective filing date of the claimed invention, were owned by the same person
or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same person.

No “grace period”
50

But what if the patent of interest
issued before September 16, 2011?
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Then Pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. §273 Applies
Defense to infringement based on earlier inventor
•

To business methods only;

•

Enacted in response to State Street;

•

“commercial use” means use of a method [of doing or conducting
business] in the United States;

•

Could use foreign priority date and benefit dates
– “effective filing date” of a patent is the earlier of:
• the actual filing date of the application for the patent; or
• the filing date of any earlier United States, foreign, or international application to
which the subject matter at issue is entitled.

•

One of only places in the statute where attorney’s fees is explicit –
(discourage use of defense)
– “if fail to demonstrate reasonable basis for asserting defense, case
exceptional” (for awarding attorney fees).
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Pre-AIA §273 Was Arguably Intended to
Have Very Narrow Scope
• Earlier drafts of bill covered all patents
• 145 Cong. Rec. H6929–02 (August 3, 1999)(Rohrabacher):
– In the patent bill that passed the House last year, all patents were subjected to
prior user rights. This Congress, we were initially able to limit this title to
processes and methods only. More recently, however, we were able to even
further limit this section to business methods only. This is an important
limitation in scope to take note of because now Title II will not affect the vast
majority of independent inventors and small businesses. A first inventor
defense that is strictly limited to business methods will severely reduce its
applicability. Furthermore, the defense applies only to business methods that
have been reduced to practice at least one year prior to the effective filing
date of the patent in question. Even further, to successfully use this defense a
litigant must satisfy a clear and convincing evidentiary standard and risk being
subjected to paying reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party. Bottom
line, the best defense to a charge of patent infringement will remain the
successful assertion of invalidity, and not a first inventor defense.
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Pre-AIA §273 In Fact
Had Very Narrow Scope
• Almost no case law.
– Sabasta v. Buckaroos, Inc., 507 F.Supp.2d 986, 1002-05
(S.D. Iowa 2007)(patent covered product, not business
method ,so defense not available)

• Ironically, mentioned in Bilski as proof that
Congress believed business methods are
patentable.
• So narrow that it was meaningless?
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• (a) IN GENERAL. – A person shall be entitled to a defense under
section 282(b) with respect to subject matter consisting of a
process, or consisting of a machine, manufacture, or composition
of matter used in a manufacturing or other commercial process,
…
• Significantly expanded scope of subject matter to which defense
applies.
• Does “used in a manufacturing or other commercial process”
modify each of: “Process, or consisting of a machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter”?
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• Contrary to most of the AIA, geographic restriction (to
the U.S.) remains:
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• Prior commercial use in US;
• At least one year before claimed
invention’s effective filing date or
public disclosure qualifying for a
statutory prior art exception;
• Defense to patent infringement.

Prior
Commercial
Use

• Effect:
– Prior user can continue otherwise
infringing use in US.
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§273(e) LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) PERSONAL DEFENSE. –
A.

(2)

IN GENERAL. – A defense under this section may be asserted only by the
person who performed or directed the performance of the commercial
use described in subsection (a), or by an entity that controls, is
controlled by, or is under common control with such person. …

DERIVATION. – A person may not assert a defense under this section
if the subject matter on which the defense is based was derived from
the patentee or persons in privity with the patentee.

• Defense can only be raised by:
– Persons who
• Did not derive from patentee, and
• Performed or directed the commercial use in the U.S.
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– “Entity that controls, is controlled by, or is
under common control with such persons.”
−Contractors and vendors under person’s
control?

−Cover related-parties, such as parent
corporations and subsidiaries?
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(B) TRANSFER OF RIGHT.—Except for any transfer to the patent
owner, the right to assert a defense under this section shall not be
licensed or assigned or transferred to another person except as an
ancillary and subordinate part of a good-faith assignment or
transfer for other reasons of the entire enterprise or line of
business to which the defense relates.

(C) RESTRICTION ON SITES.—A defense under this section, when
acquired by a person as part of an assignment or transfer described
in subparagraph (B), may only be asserted for uses at sites where
the subject matter that would otherwise infringe a claimed
invention is in use before the later of the effective filing date of the
claimed invention or the date of the assignment or transfer of such
enterprise or line of business.
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• Defense cannot be
– Assigned, licensed or transferred to other parties
• Except by good faith transfer
– As an ancillary and subordinate part of a good faith
assignment or transfer for other reasons of the entire
enterprise or line of business to which the defense relates
– Seems that must be for reason other than defense

– Asserted by successor at new locations;
– Asserted by foreign prior commercial user [must be in
US];
– But in absence of transfer, no limits on location or
expansions as long as in U.S.?
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§273(e)(3) NOT A GENERAL LICENSE.—The defense asserted by a
person under this section is not a general license under all
claims of the patent at issue, but extends only to the specific
subject matter for which it has been established that a
commercial use that qualifies under this section occurred,
except that the defense shall also extend to variations in the
quantity or volume of use of the claimed subject matter, and
to improvements in the claimed subject matter that do not
infringe additional specifically claimed subject matter of the
patent.

• Covers variations in the quantity or volume,
and improvements that do not infringe
additional specifically claimed subject matter.
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• Restriction on sites applies to the bona fide
transferee and can be only asserted for uses at
sites where the relevant subject matter is in
use before the effective filing date of the
claimed invention or the date of the bona fide
assignment or transfer.
• Does the “at least one year before”
requirement discussed above apply to the
transferee?
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§273(d) EXHAUSTION OF RIGHTS.—Notwithstanding subsection (e)(1), the
sale or other disposition of a useful end result by a person entitled to
assert a defense under this section in connection with a patent with
respect to that useful end result shall exhaust the patent owner’s rights
under the patent to the extent that such rights would have been
exhausted had such sale or other disposition been made by the patent

• If the asserter sold or other disposed of a useful end result,
that exhausts the patent owner’s rights to the extent such
rights would have been exhausted had the sale or disposition
been made by the patent owner.
• Apply the existing case law of patent exhaustion.
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• Prior and continuous commercial use;
• In the United States;
• For more than one year before earlier of
patent’s “priority” or public disclosure
date implicating prior art exception;
• Acted in good faith; and
• Proof by defendant must be “clear and
convincing” evidence.
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• §273(e)(4): Commercial use may not have been
abandoned
– Potential abandonment scenarios:
• Changes/improvements to trade secret
• Periodic/seasonal use of trade secret
• Change of site?

• If abandoned, “prior use” defense is possible
only from renewed use
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• If the defense asserter is found to
infringe; and
• cannot demonstrate reasonable basis for
asserting the defense, then
• Court shall find the case exceptional and
award attorney fees under § 285.
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Patents

Trade Secrets

How obtained

USPTO application and
examination

Private efforts

Subject matter

Limited subject matter

Any subject matter

Requirements

Must be novel and non-obvious

Not generally known or readily
ascertainable

Public Disclosure

Yes

No

Term of protection and
royalties

Limited

Potentially unlimited

Protection from
independent discovery

Yes

No

Costs

Large upfront costs

Low upfront costs, continued
efforts required
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• Should a company keep a process as a trade secret then file
patent at later time?
• Or, should company file a patent application on an otherwise
undisclosed (secret) methods of manufacture where the method
of manufacture is not reverse engineer-able upon review of the
commercialized product?
– Under AIA, one no longer needs and may no longer want to rely upon a
trade secret to protect a commercial process.
– May not need to rely upon the prior user defense if file a patent
application on secret process. (if the process is in fact patentable).
– May still need prior user right defense if patent has broader claims than
trade secret process.
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• Prior commercial use defense is independent legal
mechanism
• Forfeiture under Metallizing Engineering may be gone now
• Considerations:
? Rights in US vs. abroad
? Transfer of rights
? Time and costs
? Would secrecy make it less likely that the patent owner
would find you and sue you?

• Prepare for legal fiction of applying AIA §102 to events
occurring long before March 16, 2013.
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